This paper presents the results of calculations of dose rate from uranium, thorium, and potassium sources in equilibrium with their decay products distributed uniformly throughout the ground which ve have represented as a half space. These dose rates are calculated for various heights in air and at various depths in tissue. An estimate is made of the gamma-ray dose rate delivered to the gonads.
When calculating the dose rate at a point detector in a medium irradiated by a distribution of point sources, it is possible to use what might be termed the "point-source function" approach*. We have assumed that the dose rate from a point-source to a point detector is a function of distance alone; that is, it.propagates along the radius vector between them. The contributions-at the detector were added up by integrating "N _ over the point-source distribution.
The principal gamma, source energies from the uranium, thorium, and potass&wi decay series run f^naa^ 0\2 to 2*6 Mev. -UThe eccentric points in ,the cylinder were determined by assuming the cylinder to be made of semi-cylinders; the first having a radius equal to the depth of interest and the second having a radius such that the sum of the 2 areas of the semi-cylindrical cross sections will be equal to 225 ^ cm (see Fig. 2 ). The procedure of approximating the cylinder by dividing it into semi-cylindrical regions, serves to surround each point at which a calculation is made with the same mass of tissue that would surround it in the actual cylinder. The point most affected by this semi-cylindrical approximation would be the point at zero depth. An exact calculation was carried out by numerical methods for this point using a source energy of 1,5 ^ev. This number was higher by U.2# than the number obtained by the semi-cylindrical approximation.
All gamma-ray calculations were carried out by using the model spectra-of Table I» These of soil per second for beta emitters was determined from the maximum beta energy. The mean value for the ratio of the average to the maximum beta energy was determined for a large number of isotopes using data given by ] (6) Marlnelli, Brlnckerhoff, and Hine.
We set B ^ = .38 E av )iax .
Both bete and gsinma-ray dose rates as a function of height above (2) ground were determined, the first by integrating Loevinger's expression,
-5 -the second by our procedure,* 1 ' (see Fig. l ). The variation of the gamma dose rat? with height was essentially identical for all three model spectra, and for the beta dose rates both A and C were essentially identical. Table II was computed from the equations and by the method mentioned above* Table III is the result of weighing Table I with Table II, giving depth-dose curves for the three model gamma-ray spectra. The free-air dose rates in Table IV were determined by E/2, as above. The skin and gonadal doses are the free-air doses multiplied by factors from Table III; 0«70 for skin dose and the screening factors fir the gonadal dose.
The free-eir dose rates in Table V come by way of Loevinger's expression, as above. Because a human body is infinitely deep to beta rays < of the energies met with from natural sources, the skin doses in Table V ) are simply 1/2 the free-air doses. Table VI results from comparing the   free-air dose rates in Tables IV and V. -6 -No attempt was made to compute doses due to "natural fallout11 from the gaseous components of the uranium and thorium decay chains present in the air. The distribution of these would no doubt affect beta and gajnma i ' i . . . doses as measured above ground, but it would depend too sensitively on topography and local meteorology. This contribution is not expected to be important. ' 1 f Our figures in Table VI are lower than the corresponding values given by Hess, et al;^ ' but this may be due to a much higher concentration of potassium in the rock and soil types measured by them than in our models. ,
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